Two-dimensional (2D) layered materials are an intriguing class of modern materials. Before any attempt at exploring the materials space in a systematic fashion, or combining insights from theory, computation and experiment, formalization of information about an assembly of arbitrary composition is required. Here, we introduce a domain-generic notation that is used to describe the space of 2D layered materials from monolayers to twisted assemblies of arbitrary composition, existent or not-yet-fabricated. The notation corresponds to a theoretical materials concept of stepwise assembly of layered structures using a sequence of rotation, vertical stacking, and other operations on individual 2D layers. Its scope is demonstrated with a number of example structures using common single-layer materials as building blocks. This work overall aims to contribute to the systematic codification, capture and transfer of materials knowledge.
I. INTRODUCTION
Two-dimensional (2D) materials are an intriguing class of modern materials which exploit physics that cannot be derived by scaling down the associated bulk structures and phenomena, for example, a transition from indirect to direct band gap in the semiconductor MoS 2 . Singlelayer forms of these materials constitute nanoscopic building blocks for 2D layered assemblies [1, 2] . Conversely, it is useful to view layered assemblies as a series of conventional crystals with weak but significant interactions between individual layers. The possibility to fabricate 2D architectures with desired combination of layers has posed fundamental questions about the properties of layered assemblies. A significant body of recent materials research has focused on the properties of single-and fewlayer forms of 2D materials, including superconductivity in graphene [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Combining the properties of 2D layers opens up almost unlimited possibilities for novel devices with tailor-made electronic, optical, magnetic, thermal and mechanical properties and couplings among elemental excitations. With even a small set of building blocks and number of layers however the design space of 2D layered assemblies becomes enormous when structural features such as the relative orientation of the layers becomes important. Materials theory and simulation, and intelligent algorithms for automating the design and analysis of computational experiments can guide the search [9] [10] [11] . While currently such an exploration in the lab is limited by the time required to fabricate a layered assembly, the paradigm of high-throughput screening allows for combinatorial type approaches [11, 12] . Combining interoperable data and information from physical and virtual experiments is expected to expedite the search.
The systematic creation and use of materials knowledge relies on devising protocols for efficient codification of materials information, in this case information about an assembly of arbitrary composition. The first step in this direction is to be able to name it, which requires a system for widely applicable (domain-general) notation for the most trivial or the most complicated layered assemblies, existent or not-yet-fabricated. Despite the maturity of chemical language and notation such as SMILES and SMARTS for representing chemical compounds [13, 14] , these cannot describe critical features of a layered assembly such as the twist angle between two neighboring layers. In the computational work of Bassman et al. 2D layered assemblies were represented by strings with length equal to the number of layers based on an alphabet representing single-layer materials as distinct symbols (eg. 'MoS 2 ') [10] . Although tailored for layered assemblies, such description does not capture defining structural elements either. Rather arbitrary abbreviations have been used in the literature to describe the most studied of layered assemblies: for example, abbreviations such as 'tBLG' are sometimes used to describe an assembly of two layers of graphene in which one layer is rotated with respect to the other, which is ambiguous with respect to the exact twist angle or the significance of it as a control parameter. In some cases, multiple abbreviations have been used for the same material.
Here, a domain-general materials notation is introduced designed for identifying arbitrary 2D layered assemblies and composition patterns. The manuscript is organized as follows: Section II the grammar underlying the notation is described. Section III demonstrates the notation using common single-layer materials as building blocks. Section IV briefly discusses aspects of implementation, including equivalent structural representations.
II. DEFINITIONS
The notation corresponds to a theoretical materials concept for stepwise assembly of layered structure using a sequence of rotation, vertical stacking, and other operations on individual 2D layers. Each layered assembly is treated as a design, which is described by a string that codifies the sequence of these operations. To that end, arXiv:1910.03413v1 [cond-mat.mtrl-sci] 8 Oct 2019
we define a grammar for infix expressions to generate a language that describes the space of 2D layered materials. Consider the following set of production rules for replacements that define the grammar:
and S as the start symbol, where θ ∈ R denotes an angle, (a, b) ∈ R 2 denotes a 2D vector, and m are symbols corresponding to individual layers (or building blocks) in a materials library, for example:
• m → h-BN with 'h-BN' the symbol for a monolayer of hexagonal boron nitride,
• m → G for a monolayer of graphene,
for enumeration of an indexed materials library with three graphene flakes,
• m → 2H-MoS 2 for a monolayer of the 2H phase of MoS 2 .
A library of atomically thin metal chalcogenides is presented in Zhou et al. [15] The interpretation of m generally depends on context and it can describe the material, for example, as:
• a crystal defined by a space group and basis,
• an atomistic model defined by the type and position of atoms,
• an exfoliated flake defined as a convex hull of a set of 2D points, or
• a broad class that consists of stoichiometric and defected structures, extended structural models and experimentally relevant finite flakes.
Table I describes basic binary operations that correspond to operations on a layer or layered (sub)structure. All operations assume the same (absolute) coordinate system. Unless otherwise stated, a Cartesian coordinate system is assumed (Figure 1 ), as well asÅ and degrees as units for expressing translation vectors and rotation angles, respectively. The syntax can be readily revised to explicitly assign the lowest precedence to the vertical stacking operation and the highest to the evaluation of parentheses, which we assume hereafter. Moreover, the grammar can be extended to describe layered (sub)structures more concisely using the form n * m, where '*' corresponds to an operator of high precedence that represents a sequence of n ∈ N + stacking operations on the same material m.
External conditions and perturbations such as pressure, temperature or a magnetic field can be used to control the properties of a layered assembly. For instance, pressurization would result in smaller interlayer distances with direct effect on their interactions and therefore properties of the assembly [17] . Such effects can be accounted for as transformations on the entire assembly and they are not described by the notation.
III. NOTATION
We demonstrate the layered assemblies notation ('LAN') with a number of example structures based on a small set of three common single-layer materials as building blocks,
Example 1: The string MoS 2 / MoS 2 @ 3.45, which describes the (rather trivial) case of a bilayer of MoS 2 with (counterclockwise) global twist angle of 3.45 • , can be produced by applying the production rules as follows: S [the start symbol] → S / S [after application of production rule 1]
The leftmost layer is always the bottom-most layer (or substrate). Although the notation 'MoS 2 /MoS 2 @3.45' is used here to describe a single assembly, when used in a query the same string matches not only a twisted bilayer of MoS 2 but also structures such as a twisted bilayer MoS 2 on a h-BN substrate ('h-BN/MoS 2 /MoS 2 @3.45'), a twisted trilayer of MoS 2 ('MoS 2 /MoS 2 @3.45/MoS 2 @2.10'), etc. The vertical stacking of a layer or layered (sub)structure on another.
||

Stitching
The in-plane stitching of a layer or layered (sub)structure with another [16] .
@ Rotation
The counterclockwise rotation of a layer or layered (sub)structure by some angle about the stacking direction.
> Translation The in-plane translation of a layer or layered (sub)structure by some 2D vector.
# Deformation The in-plane deformation of a layer or layered (sub)structure, associated with homogeneous strain along the in-plane axes. 
which describes a bilayer of graphene on another bilayer after rotating the latter by 1.14 • , by applying the production rules as follows: S [the start symbol] → S @ θ [after application of production rule 2]
Example 3:
The notation 'G/G' can be used to substantiate the common abbreviation 'BLG' for a bilayer of graphene with the production rules m → BLG and BLG → G / G.
To the extent that treating the stacking order of layers explicitly becomes important, the translation operation is used to describe the relative shift. For instance, the common AB-stacking is described by such production rules as m → BLG AB , and BLG AB → G / G > a AB , b AB or
with (a AB , b AB ) the translation vector from AA-to ABstacking order. Likewise, the production rules m → tBLG and tBLG → G / G @ θ associate the abbreviation 'tBLG' with a twisted bilayer of graphene.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
In terms of a computational procedure, the problem of parsing a string is to find a binary expression tree for that string describing the operations in constructing a layered assembly. In many cases a number of equally valid strings can be written for one assembly. For instance, the string '(G/G)/(G/G)@1.14' can be rewritten as 'G/G/G@1.14/G@1.14'. The two binary expression trees corresponding to the twisted 4-layer assembly of graphene are shown in Figure 2 . Devising an algorithm for a canonical representation is beyond the scope of this work, nevertheless one approach would rely on such an expansion (distribution of operations) to a list of layers with associated operations as attributes.
Conversely, a string is obtained by printing the symbol associated with the nodes encountered in a traversal of the expression tree. By reducing one node at the time, we gradually progress towards the tree root until when only the root node remains (the whole process can also be run recursively starting from the root node). Transversal of the graph can be used, for example, to:
• convert a given string into a 2D or 3D model of the corresponding layered assembly,
• prepare input for a physical or virtual measurement, or
• instruct a robotic arm in constructing the physical structure.
In the last case, imagine a synthesis tool that enables rapid and precise fabrication of layered materials by assembling the building blocks in a controlled manner like a press. The sequence of assembly instructions associated with Figure 2b 
Stop
A tree-based representation of layered assemblies also makes evolutionary approaches and related global search algorithms suitable for exploring the materials space [18] . Although a list-based representation in some cases might be preferable for implementation [10] , the underlying grammar still provides the means for consistent interpretation and systematic refinements and derivations.
Adopting a functional expression for scientific workflows, it is written for the band gap, E g , of G/G for instance,
Within the context of first-principles calculations the above functional expression essentially describes the output of a sequential computational workflow linking the preparation of a structural model for bilayer graphene, the calculation of its electronic structure, and postprocessing to obtain its band gap.
Likewise, we use a computational workflow based on an electronic tight-binding model to calculate the low-energy band structures of four twisted assemblies of extended graphene layers (Figure 3 ). These are G/G@1.12, G/G@1.12/G, (G/G@1.12)/(G/G@1.12), and (G/G)/(G/G)@1.12, that is, a twisted bilayer of graphene (often referred to in the literature as 'tBLG' or 'TBG') [3, 6, 7] , a twisted sandwitched graphene ('TSWG') [19, 20] , an alternating-twist multilayer graphene ('ATMG') [20] , and a twisted double bilayer of graphene ('TDBG', 'TBBG') [21, 22] . The construction of the tight-binding Hamiltonian relies on the tested Wannierization method for obtaining an exact representation of density functional theory wavefunctions in a basis set of localized orbitals [23] . A tree-based representation of each structure is provided in Figure 3c .
When one layer is rotated by about 1.1 • , commonly referred to as the 'magic angle', bilayer graphene becomes an insulator or a superconductor with flat electronic bands in the single-particle band structure that serve as indicators of this emergent physical behavior [3] . Although our calculations do not account for atomic relaxation, they demonstrate the non-trivial effect of the atomic environment (neighboring layers) of a twisted bilayer of graphene, G/G@1.12, on its electronic structure. In all cases the flat electronic bands of G/G@1.12 are distorted: compare for instance the electronic states near the Fermi level (0 eV) between G/G@1.12 and G/G@1.12/G in Figure 3a . Both G/G@1.12/G and (G/G@1.12)/(G/G@1.12) host electronic bands which are less flat because the alternating layers of graphene effectively enhance interlayer coupling and the 'magic angle' instead occurs around 1.5 • [19, 20] . A detailed investigation of the electronic structure of the four layered assemblies is however beyond the scope of this work.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We introduced a notation based on a grammar for infix expressions that can be used to describe the space of 2D layered materials from monolayers to twisted assemblies of arbitrary composition, existent or not-yet-fabricated, and support the integration of information from firstprinciples calculations to fabrication, to characterization. Each layered assembly is treated as a design, which is described by a string that codifies a sequence of vertical stacking and other operations on 2D building blocks. Using the notation, common abbreviations in the pertinent literature are substantiated.
Most importantly, this work contributes to the systematic codification, capture and transfer of materials knowledge. The notation relies on rigorous definitions which can be refined in a systematic fashion. Being domain-generic, it facilitates the integration of information from theory, computation and experiment. Nevertheless, derivations tailored for particular knowledge domains (eg., theoretical modeling or synthetic work in 2D materials) should improve its descriptive power within these domains.
Finally, calculations of selected twisted layered assemblies of graphene based on a tight-binding model demonstrate the non-trivial effect that the atomic environment can have on a neighboring layer. Such consideration invites a high-throughput approach to reliably and systematically exploring the materials space, and the use of flexible notation such as LAN for cataloguing it. A more extended and detailed investigation is the focus of on-going work. 
